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Overview  
★Who?    

○ 8 Teens with physical disabilities (aged 13-19, 3 males and 5 females) 

★What?    

○ To develop skills in independence and advocacy, with a particular focus around using transit in 

York Region.  

★When?    

○ July 6-10, 2015  

★Where?   

○ Dr. Bette Stephenson (Oak Ridges) as home base, travelled to York University, Vaughan Mills 

Mall, Food Basics, Menchies, Pizza Pizza, Dollarama 

★Why?   

○ Students in credit bearing courses have limited access to the 5 “F”s of rehab in day to day life 
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WHY-5 F’s of Rehab  



Goal setting   

★Each student stated their own individual goals (using a 10 point scale) with a 

focus on using transit 

★At the end of the week we re-evaluated goals and gathered subjective feedback 

★Data showed a statistically significant change in how the students/youth were 

able to perform their goals and also with their overall satisfaction in their 

abilities 

 

 



Identification of occupational performance issues/ goals 

Learn to use public transit/ YRT/ Viva independently 7 

Learning to use trip planner 4 

Learn about Mobility Plus 4 

Learn new transit routes 3 

More independence with using money to buy things/ budgeting 2 

When in public afraid to ask for assistance. Want to increase 

confidence in public setting 

2 



What I did well 

Doing things independently, Planning my trip on my own, Using the transit 

Went on the YRT bus.  

The experience was very smooth and they got me going very fast and the only thing is that the bus route they used took longer than the other route 

we used last. But other than that the bus ride was amazing and went smoothly 

I can confidently say that I achieved goal of learning a lot about Mobility Plus. For example, I learned that they run until three in the morning.  

My experience using transit in York Region was overall a good one. I learned that you need to account for transfer times between buses. It allowed 

me a sende of freedom that I've never flet before though. I wouldn't go as far as Vaughan on my own becuase I'm not yet comfortable doing so. 

However, I feel that I would be able to navigate public transit enough to go to Upper Canada mall independently. I do feel that with time and more 

training I will get 100 percent comfortable with transit. 

My experience was good to take the bus to new locations that I haven't been before.  

Wasn't my first time but pretty good overall. Getting confused about transfers, so asked Kim and it was fine - i.e. waiting for 2nd bus. Stop numbers 

were confusing but used trip planner print-out to help. Overall a good experience. 



Do you think you will try the recommended strategies at home or at 
school? 

Yes 8 

Partially 0 

No 0 

Overall, how satisfied were you with this group? Would you recommend this group to other kids? 

Not at all 0 Yes, definitely 7 

To a slight extent 0 Yes, maybe 1 

To a fair extent 1 Don't know 0 

To a great extent 0 Probably not 0 

To a very great extent 7 Definitely not 0 



What I need to work on 

Try using the transit on my own 

Nothing 

I got a good start on learning new bus routes, although I'm not entirely comfortable with them. That just takes 

practice, though. I also learned about other opportunities available to me. For example, funding for an adapted 

car, or job skills assistance. I'm grateful for it all because I know that it will benefit me in the future. 

I hope to practice using transit again soon as  I felt it will be the only independent way for me to travel in the 

future. I would like to get more comfortable with the maps and the routes the buses take so I know exactly where 

I'm going when I started out. Thank you for this opportunity. 

One thing I didn't do is miss the bus or take the wrong bus. The headers on the bus make it easy/ more 

comfortable so that you know you're going to the right place. 

Felt self-conscious that people were staring while the bus driver was finishing up with tying the chair. Bus driver 

asked if you wanted to be tied down. Would use it again but want someone there for the first few times. When 

older, will try to go independently. 



Video Project:  10 Facts About Me 

Improvisational Model:  Plan, Rehearse, Film 

Fast and Fun 

Materials:  iPhones and tripods or laptops with cameras, paper, pencils 

Teens did not want to see internet examples: ready to go 

Scripting and facilitating for students as needed 

Last Day:  Show videos to group and receive feedback 

 

 



Sample Questions for 10 Facts About Me 

What do you love to do? 

What personal qualities do you have that you value and that others value in you? 

What issues do you have strong beliefs about? 

What do you do to manage a difficult experience? 

What message do you have to share with others? 

Favourite music and WHY you like it? 

Source:  www.selfesteemshop.com   

 

http://www.selfesteemshop.com


VIDEO  



Hoped for Outcomes from Video Project 

Developmental task of teens is to develop a strong sense of self, clarify their values, 

define their needs, start to self-determine 

Practice creating a personal statement that describes their interests and values as a 

person 

Add a creative challenge to the program: self-expression 

Student feedback: MB 

 



Psychosocial Benefits of Group Program 

Build the confidence they need to learn new skills and use them in their daily lives 

Experience a sense of belonging with peers who are similarly abled 

Develop friendships that will extend beyond the summer program: outings, texting 

Take risks to develop skills for independence, with peer support 

Motivate each other while having fun 

Model skills for each other:  transit, advocacy, communication, group participation 

Share experiences: transit, housing, equipment, peer relationships, family issues, bullies 

 



Self Determination  

“Having the abilities and opportunities to steer your own life in ways that you 

choose for yourself and that bring you personal satisfaction” 

Strong link between self-determination and positive incomes 

 

 

SOURCE:  Fostering Self-Determination Among Children and Youth with Disabilities, Weir, Cooney, Walter, Moss, Vanderbilt 

University 

 



How to Encourage Self-Determination 
★Foster choice making 
★Support decision making 
★Promote goal setting and planning 
★Reinforce self-directed behaviours 
★Support self-awareness and self-knowledge 
★Encourage self-advocacy and leadership 
★Manage conflict  
★Encourage participation and communication  
★Foster relationships and social connections 
★Model important skills and behaviours 
★Provide reinforcement and feedback’ 
★Hold high expectations and positive attitudes 

 



Student-Maria  

★Goals 
★What I learned 
★How I apply these skills to my daily life 
★Future   



What We Learned:  Don’t Offer Help 

★Map reading skills, budgetting worksheets (all the dry stuff), we needed more 

time to embed these specific skills in the week  

★Peer support and importance of idle time to chat 

★Winter versus summer travel and things to consider  

★Would like to investigate options for travelling outside of region 

★More problem solving opportunities (less helicopter therapists) 

★Challenge for staff to step back and wait 

★Casual learning setting, practice and demonstrate skill without parents 

 



What we learned  

★PARENT engagement-strategies to help foster independence and confidence:  

○ Take transit with your child  

○ Students take goals/action plan for follow through in their daily life and share these with their 

parents and team (i.e.what I can do now, what I need more help or practice with) 

○ Need to provide survey for parent feedback  

➢ “this has allowed M. to develop some friendships with other kids that she likely would not have met,”  

 




